The vortex hypothesis, proposed in 1908, assumes that a sun-spot resembles a vast tornado in which electrified particles, due to ionization in the solar atmosphere, are rapidly whirled. The invariable presence of a magnetic field, caused by the revolving charges, confirms this view," which is also supported by various other results of observation with the spectrograph and spectroheliograph. Subsequently it was found that most sun-spots are associated in pairs, of opposite magnetic polarity, in which the preceding (western) The iron line X 6173, observed in the second order of the 75-foot spectrograph of the 150-foot tower telescope, appears as a wide triplet in the strong magnetic fields of large sun-spots. In very small spots, where the field is weak, it is merely widened, but either edge can be cut off by a Nicol prism and quarter-wave plate mounted above the slit of the spectrograph.
INVISIBLE SUN-SPOTS
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Communicated, May 26, 1922 The vortex hypothesis, proposed in 1908, assumes that a sun-spot resembles a vast tornado in which electrified particles, due to ionization in the solar atmosphere, are rapidly whirled. The invariable presence of a magnetic field, caused by the revolving charges, confirms this view," which is also supported by various other results of observation with the spectrograph and spectroheliograph. Subsequently it was found that most sun-spots are associated in pairs, of opposite magnetic polarity, in which the preceding (western) Nicholson detected a negative invisible spot (300 gausses) following No. 1953 (positive) in the region where the following spots had disappeared.
In aft examination of our earlier magnetic records we have found nine -other cases in which a local magnetic field was observed where no spot was recorded. Most of these were probably invisible spots, but as very -small visible spots at the points in question might have escaped notice, :and as the magnetic observations, were not followed up, they are not in-*cluded here.
The systematic observation of invisible spots, especially during the periods preceding and following the visible life of those that reach maVoi. 8, 1922 turity, should assist materially in revealing the cause of spot formation. Their frequency of occurrence is probably much greater than these first results suggest, as our winter observations have been seriously limited by exceptionally cloudy weather, poor seeing, and low solar activity. 
